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Prototype
Housing

“Good design adds value
faster than it adds cost.”
-Thomas Gale
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Also referred to as “production housing,” prototype
housing is a systematized approach to designing
and building a group of new residential units.
This process maximizes efﬁciencies and saves
developers the cost and time associated with
creating a custom design for each new home in a
neighborhood.
Union Studio has applied this approach to dozens of new
neighborhoods across the country, ranging in size from one block
to hundreds of homes. By working with the development team to
design a limited number of base templates (we often refer to them
as “chassis”), combined with a carefully selected assortment of
interior and exterior design alternates and/or add-ons, the design
team mixes and matches components to give each home a unique
feel within the neighborhood, and the homes can be customized
to the end-user. The result is a well-executed development that
is highly cost-effective, efﬁcient to build, and responsive to local
market preferences. As an added value, this approach offers a broad
range of amenities and ﬂexibility for the sales team to work with –
supported by clear visual images for sales collateral.
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Left: Concord Riverwalk, a “Net Zero possible” neighborhood of 13 homes in Concord, MA, designed by Union Studio.
Below: Elevations and photos of Riverwalk’s 2-bedroom and 3-bedroom prototype homes. Elevations, ﬂoorplans and ﬁnishes were
carefully adjusted so that the neighborhood combined visual variety with efﬁciencies of scale.
Bottom: Finished cottages at Concord Riverwalk.
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San Juan Passage in Anacortes, WA, a sustainable prototype neighborhood with 100 LEED Certiﬁed homes designed by Union Studio.
Top: Master plan showing prototype unit distribution
Bottom: Plan and elevation matrix showing the different elevations possible at San Juan Passage with 4 different ﬂoorplan “chassis”
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San Juan Passage, Anacortes, WA

HOW IS U N ION ST U D IO U N IQU E IN T HE FIE L D O F
PROTOT Y PE HOU SIN G?

1

We master plan prototype neighborhoods with a high attention to
detail and placemaking.

The down side of production housing is that, when done poorly, it can look
cheap. We have all seen cookie-cutter subdivisions that look and feel as if
they were built in a week. Union Studio is different because we focus on all
of the small design details that factor into great traditional neighborhood
design, such as streetscapes, front porches, common green space, walkability,
connectivity, and privacy. Understanding these types of nuances are critical
to the ultimate “feel” and success of the development. As Thomas Gale once
said, “Good design adds value faster than it adds cost.”
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We have developed a national reputation for excellent traditional
design within the context of production construction techniques.

Over the past ten years we have designed and managed construction of
large, master planned communities as far away as Texas, New York, and
Washington State. Through this process we have continuously tested,
reﬁned, and improved our palette of construction details so that they are
within the canon of skills that a typical residential framing and ﬁnish crew
possess, reﬂecting both advances in component technology as well as the
relative skill set of local labor forces.
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We have applied production housing techniques to affordable,
market-rate, and luxury communities.

Regardless of budget, the principles of good design, details, and material
selection are the same. One advantage of prototype housing is that the
client can clearly understand what they are getting from the beginning
without a great deal of added rendering costs. By using Building Information
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Kettle Point, in East Providence, RI, a 436unit development with prototype multifamily buildings, duplexes, townhouses,
and single-family detached homes
designed by Union Studio.

Modeling (BIM) technology, Union Studio can swap out ﬁnishes and
materials, allowing clients to quickly visualize the impact of their choices.
The efﬁciency beneﬁts are similar for any budget; the main differences
are materials, ﬁnishes, complexity of details, and number of prototypes
created.

Below: Prototype renderings for
Kettle Point’s walk-up units (top) and
townhouses (bottom).

The BIM model is also a powerful pricing and coordination tool that helps
facilitate critical decision making throughout the design and construction
process. It can be easily harvested for critical dimensional, material,
coordination, and energy modeling data that is useful both for the
architect and the builder. The power of the smart model means that there
are fewer coordination items to be decided upon in the ﬁeld because we
have built nearly every component of the building virtually before a single
foundation is excavated.

Typical Walk-Up Building Elevation
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We apply the prototype approach to multifamily units in addition
to single-family home design

Prototype design isn’t just for cottage-style homes. Union Studio has
master planned and designed townhomes, duplexes, triplexes, large
multi-family, and mixed-use prototype buildings to provide larger
neighborhoods with several living options at a variety of scales and prices.
Typical Integral Garage Townhouse Elevation
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A CO MPA RI SON OF APPROACHE S:
C USTO M HOME DES IGN VS. PROTOT Y PE HOM E D E SIGN

Ideal for…

Pro’s…

CUSTOM HOME
Single-family residences where
the clients want a high degree of
involvement and have the funds to pay
individual designer(s)

Specialized to client’s exact preferences Can have customization within a range of
and site selection
selections – resulting in budget and schedule
efﬁciency
Time and expense

Selecting alternates and layouts can vary
with market preferences; need to have
development, sales and design team who
understand their target market

Single building or home

Three or more buildings with similar unit
needs / layouts

Con’s…

Scale of efﬁciency…

PROTOTYPE HOME
Developers or builders creating multiple
units (can be multi-phased) as inﬁll or in a
new neighborhood

T YP I C A L P ROTOTYPE PROJECT: A PPR OAC H & PR IC IN G BY PHASE
Concept Development
While Union Studio often begins the prototype process with schematic unit design, in some cases, the development
team and Union Studio work closely before design begins to “bracket” the mix of ideal unit types for the project by
taking into consideration the amenities, square footage range and price points of the units that most ideally ﬁt the
proforma, the aesthetic, and the density goals of the team.
Schematic Unit Design
Once the ideal unit mix and larger master plan goals are understood by the team, Union Studio begins conceptual
and schematic prototype unit design options for review with the client and other team members. We often reﬁne
the master plan along with the schematic unit development so that unit design conforms directly to the master
plan’s intent. For example, if it is important that a unit turn inward to face a public space, we want to be certain
that the unit layout is arranged to maximize the optimal views. The number of layout options provided depends on
a client’s program, schedule, and budget.
This process also includes several schematic elevation options for each prototype that help the client understand
the variety achievable using a single base-building prototype. From these, the team narrows the selection to identify
which plans will be taken through design development and construction documents. This may be as few as one
prototype design (with elevation options) or many more, depending on how many prototype conﬁgurations the
ﬁnal master plan layout suggests. In the ﬁnal rounds, these plans are typically already in BIM, enabling a seamless
jump to production.
Along with schematic plans and elevations, Union Studio can develop an outline speciﬁcation or narrative
describing the construction type, materials, and general ﬁnish approach sufﬁcient to develop ballpark schematic
pricing (if necessary) and to inform the design development and construction documents. In our experience, the
most informative round of pricing occurs at 75% construction documents, though an additional round of pricing at
schematics can also be appropriate.
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Design Development / Construction Documents
Based on the approved unit designs, Union
Studio then develops more detailed unit
drawings sufﬁcient for permitting, pricing, and
as the basis for ﬁnal marketing collateral (plans,
elevations, and perspectives).

Roof Options

Trim Options

Siding Options

Roof Shingle
Brick Red

Maibec
Natchez

Maibec
Barnstable *

Roof Shingle
Cedar Brown

Benjamin Moore
Monterey White

Maibec
Caribbean *

Roof Shingle
Moire Black

Benjamin Moore
Grant Beige
With siding Colors marked with

Maibec
Seagreen*

*

Roof Shingle
Dove Gray

Maibec
Buttercup

Roof Shingle
Oakwood

Maibec
Cottage
Maibec
Misty

Porch Accent
Gray
Maibec
Natchez
Porch Accent
Bronze
Benjamin Moore
Kendall Charcoal
Benjamin Moore
Templeton Gray
Benjamin Moore
Kennebunkport Green
Benjamin Moore
Beacon Hill Damask
Benjamin Moore
Stonington Gray

Top: Sandywoods Farm, an eco-friendly, affordable, arts and
agricultural community in Tiverton, RI. Sandywoods features an
assortment of single-family homes, duplexes, and mixed-use buildings
all designed as prototypes by Union Studio.
Bottom: A palette of exterior color options for San Juan Passage
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In our prototype experience, overlapping design
development and construction documents can
beneﬁt the cost and a timing of a project. During
this phase, Union Studio expects feedback from
the client, and ideally from the selected builder.
With a builder involved, the design team can
often achieve signiﬁcant efﬁciency by catering
the documents to the needs and ability of the
selected contractor.
Because Union Studio works in BIM exclusively
for this kind of work, there is a great deal of
information available about the unit design,
layout, construction type, and detail that enables
the owner and their builder to vet the pricing
and make suggestions early in the process. For
example, Union Studio will often take a single
3,000 sf unit from schematic design to permit
level documents within three to four weeks.
These drawings are sufﬁcient for permitting and
more detailed pricing for the units. Once this has
been approved by the owner, we typically are
able to ﬁnalize our documents within two weeks,
if no major envelope or square footage changes
are asked for at mid-range pricing.
In ﬁnalizing the construction documents, Union
Studio incorporates the speciﬁc interior design
and materials that are to be coordinated with
the client during the design development phase
of the project. All systems and engineering are
coordinated simultaneously as well.
Construction Administration
With prototype unit design and construction,
Union Studio has been asked to provide
construction phase services that range from
the most basic involvement to full construction
administration services. Ideally, we prefer to
be involved throughout the project, including
regular site visits, submittal review, and full RFI/
SK support to ensure that the project is built to
the team’s expectations. This said, geography

and practicality often preclude this level of involvement. Regardless of the
structure of CA there is a great deal of opportunity to leverage both the quality of
Union Studio’s documentation and the skill set of preferred builders to ﬁnd the
appropriate level of construction administration services for a project.
Interiors / FF&E
Basic interior design services typically include three concepts for interior ﬁxtures
and ﬁnishes developed based on a typical unit layout. Storyboards of desired
“looks” and levels of ﬁnish are reﬁned with ﬁnal material and ﬁnish selection.
Ultimately, three ﬁnish palettes are developed for a single unit that the client may
easily apply to all units in the project. This would typically include selections
and speciﬁcations for hard and soft ﬂoor ﬁnishes, paint colors, cabinetry ﬁnish /
colors, cabinet / built-in hardware, plumbing ﬁxtures, and decorative and general
lighting.
Detailed interior drawings and ﬁnish details are usually not required. However,
if a client is interested in an expanded range of interior design services, our team
is able to provide detailed interior plans and elevations. We are also available to
assist with the design of a model unit.

Right: Prototype Home in Warwick,
NY that received the 2003
“Production House of the Year”
award from Builder Magazine,
designed by Union Studio
Below: Warwick Grove, a
neighborhood of 240 prototype
homes in Warwick, NY, designed by
Union Studio
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